
Relationship to Curriculum
The above skills are required to be taught and practised as per the National Curriculum / Curriculum for 
Excellence, for key stage 2 mathematics: order and compare numbers up to and beyond 1000; solve number 
problems with increasingly large numbers.

Key skills practised in this unit:
 � Investigating and comparing statistics

 � Asking and answering various mathematical questions

 � Using appropriate language to make comparisons 

 � Identifying appropriate calculation strategies to solve problems

 � Handling larger numbers over 4 digits 

 � Writing numbers showing correct place value.

Ability Levels 
This resource is suitable for lower key stage 2 students. There are two 
versions: one each for low and high ability. 

Teachers can support as necessary.

Task Implementation
This resource can be completed in the classroom pre-visit or post-visit.  
See lesson plan for specific suggestions.

The tasks can be integrated into lessons at any stage throughout the 
academic year as a revision tool or for data handling practice. 

It is anticipated that students will have an enriched experience as 
they will be reflecting on their school visit activities in a creative way, 
and this will reinforce how the effective handling of data can provide 
solutions to problems.

Contextual Summary
This is a maths resource that engages students with their ferry crossing 
on Red Funnel ferries. 

The resource task enables them to practise their data handling skills. 

Pupils are asked to read and handle data about the Red Funnel ferries. 

The task is designed to appeal to students in lower key stage 2.
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 � Hundreds more resources
 � Search by age, subject, exam board
 � Virtual venue tours and maps

 � Bespoke online itinerary builder
 � Risk assessments 
 � Travel and accommodation

For further details visit educationdestination.co.uk
 

Learning Outcomes
 ü Students will demonstrate their data handling skills leading to a fluency demanded in the 

programs of study. 

 ü They will show evidence of data collection, various recording methods, comparisons and the 
subsequent use of this data to provide solutions.

Enrichment Opportunities
 � There is an opportunity for developing fluency in using mathematical language, especially in 

making comparisons. 

 � The pupils are also given time to create their own presentation of the data collected and 
calculated.

Learning Opportunities
Pre/Post Visit 

 � The tasks are presented in such a way that they can be simplified or made more complex depending on the 
ability of the pupils. 

 � The intention is that the tasks are worked on in mixed ability groups offering opportunity for discussion 
about processes, operations, strategies and evaluations.

 
  Resource ID:  107321 (KS2L low-mid ability)  

    107322(KS2L mid-high ability)

 � Students will learn to read and use data using the Red Funnel ferries as their resource material. The relevant 
information is provided, but further data can be obtained from the Red Funnel website. 

 � They will use the data to provide answers to given problems, and they will be encouraged to pose their own 
questions to answer. 
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TEACHER ANSWERS 

Which is the newest ferry? 
Red Eagle

What is the difference between the age of Red Eagle and Red Falcon ? 
2 years

How old is Red Osprey? 
20 years old in 2014

Which ferry has had the most recent refit? 
Red Falcon (2015)

Which ferry do you think will be next to have a refit? 
Red Eagle (last refit was in 2005)

How many passengers does Red Jet 3 carry?  
190

Which passenger ferry carries the most passengers? 
Red Jet 4

How many fewer passengers does Red Jet 5 carry? 
88  (275-187)

Write down the Ferries in order, oldest first. 
R Falcon & R Osprey, R Eagle, RJ3,  RJ4,  RJ5
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